
2. Start by turning on our relaxing Yoga Playlist

or traditional Maltese Playlist. Close your eyes

and imagine you are back in the beautiful

Maltese Islands or at our Wellness Retreat...
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1. Pick a place that makes you feel safe - we

recommend an outdoor area, like your garden or a

park if you want to combine the benefits of nature

and writing in this activity.

3. Draw an outline of Malta that you feel best represents

it - this could reflect how the coast appears but can

also reflect something more abstract like how Malta

makes you feel or just about anything you want your

drawing to represent - like a beach or a village.4. Now to start your sense map: you’re going to work

one by one through each of your senses, adding

them onto paper. What sounds can you imagine

hearing? Close your eyes to concentrate and tune in

if it helps to better focus your imagination. You can

even move around if this helps the process!

5. Place these sounds on the map where you feel

best represented where you imagine them coming

from. What words would you best use to describe

these sounds? Experiment with colours - what

colours represent these sounds? What illustrations?

6. Repeat this process for all other senses - smell, touch (what

textures could you imagine closeby? Some sand maybe? How

does it feel? How would you describe these textures? Soft,

smooth, delicate?), sight, taste (if you taste anything at all).

WHAT YOU’LL NEED

A piece of paper

A pen and pencil; optional: 

Felt tip pens, crayons, coloured pencils...

Transport your mind back to the calming, picturesque

Maltese Islands with this meditative activity

https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLS1beZxv7KUpZYa2lUBqyJTUgo1-P3Ppc
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLS1beZxv7KUrQtHI8icIkqtOtkxzv6Pen
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FOR AFTER THE ACTIVITY...

 Which are your favourite things, least 

Did anything catch you by surprise?

 Was there something new you noticed that you wouldn’t have

noticed was in the space if you hadn’t been observing the area?

Could you expand your creative boundaries by taking all of this

observing one step further - by turning it into a short storyline?

Remember, what matters is your experience, not the final artwork!

When you have completed your task, take some 

time to reflect, thinking deeply about your map 

and the things you have sensed...

        favourite things? 

Want to share your artwork or experience with us?

We’d love to see what you’ve created. 

Please email your work to contact@talentcourtyard.com. Happy writing! 
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